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Taking Time to Enjoy the View
These riders are watching the sun set near Broken Hill, 1160 kilometers (720 miles)
from Sydney, Australia, during a seven-day, 3,000-kilometer (1,900-mile) journey

across the Outback.
Sometimes you just have to stop and smell the roses.

September is upon us people . . .
I hope you’ve managed to get a few miles on your bikes this “summer”.

I’ve managed to get a few miles on the old beast, however being the deadbeat
homeowner that I am, I’ve had LOTS of things to fix and repair and rebuild at home
this year. That has seriously cut into my riding time.

On the plus side however, I’m saving tons of money on tires!
Happy Riding Folks !!!



Sept 6 – 8, 2013 - 35th Annual Davis Motorcycle Rally, New Hampton,
Iowa

Sept 13th, 2013 - Friday the 13th in Port Dover, Ontario

Oct 31 - Nov 4, 2013 - Lone Star Rally, Galveston, Texas

Dec 7, 2013 - Thunder Bay Superior Riders Christmas Dinner

Also Remember: Local riders in Thunder Bay meet twice a week all year round
for a “Meet-and-Greet”

(and maybe go for a ride if the weather is good).
We meet at Tim Horton's beside Montana’s on Balmoral Avenue at 6:30PM on

Wednesdays and 10:00AM on Saturdays.
Everyone is welcome and encouraged to come out and check out all the “rides”,

whether they be 2-wheel or 3-wheel or 4-wheel.
We even have ‘Solar Powered’ bikes like Frank’s!

These Dates and Locations are subject to change so please check the event web sites for any
last minute changes.

If you see any obvious mistakes in here please let me know right away!
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PORT DOVER

Our very own Emir and Frank
attended this years Aerostich Very
Boring Rally and they had a great
time there. This rally is held on Spirit
Mountain which is just up the hill
overlooking Duluth.

There are tons of activities at this
rally, lots of good food, lots of great
entertainment and lots of prizes to be
won. Emir didn’t even have to enter
his bike in the competitions and he
won a prize for his unique vinyl
luggage.

They also got to see the North
American Moto Trials, and their
gravity defying rides.



My life is a mad,
wild, crazy thrill
ride! Every waking
moment is a total
frenzy that melts
together passion,

excitement and high
spirits!

Oh,
wait a minute . . .

I was thinking
about

someone else.

Want to make sure that you have some ID on you while you’re out on
the road? Here is an easy solution!

Originally designed for joggers and bicyclists, but this identification
system will work for anyone. These laser-engraved identification bands
can be worn on your wrist or on your shoe and they even make dog-tags
that will display all of your information and emergency contact numbers.

www.roadid.com



Here is one of those sad stories of where you have to be
careful what you wish for:

Barry Strang, a Wyoming Man,
Buys a Motorcycle After 38

Years Of Wanting One,
Dies Three Miles Later

There's irony, and then there's tragedy --
and this story has a little of both.
For nearly four decades, Barry Strang
asked his wife, Pam, for a motorcycle, and

each time for 38 years, she said no because she thought they were too dangerous,
according to the Casper Star-Tribune.

But Pam's objections became fainter after Strang retired. He told his wife he had
found the perfect bike at a store near the couple's home in the Casper, Wyoming,
area. He said the bike was "on his bucket list," according to the Star-Tribune.

On June 27, Strang finally purchased the bike. The proud new owner posted a
picture of the bike on Facebook with the caption, "44 years finally got one :)."

Sadly, Strang would never be able to show off his new bike to his wife Pam. About
three miles from the bike shop, Strang collided with a tractor trailer.

“Both vehicles were in the process of negotiating a right hand curve in the
roadway when for unknown reasons, Strang’s motorcycle turned to the right
colliding with the drive axles of [a] truck tractor," the Wyoming Highway Patrol said
in a report.“ Upon impact Strang was totally ejected from the motorcycle and went
under [the] tractor trailer combination."

The report lists "unfamiliarity with the motorcycle" as a possible contributing
factor.

(There is no word around this story as to any motorcycle rider training that Barry might
have taken prior to him purchasing the bike, I’m guessing not much.)

I guess you’ll never know when your time is up until it happens, and that could be
anytime and anywhere. I found the following posting on a blog site talking about Barry
Strang and his crash:

I had a boss who had a buddy whose wife made her husband sell his bike because
she was scared of him killing himself. He sold the bike and a week later was
electrocuted at work, died on the spot.
Do what you love people, you never know when it's your time.



Looking for that special custom motorcycle?

Triumph’s new Bonneville is fast becoming a go-to choice for custom-bike builders who want to start with
a reliable current machine, rather than scour junkyards for clanky old donors. The resurrected retrobike has
been around long enough now: used examples are affordable, the simple air/oil-cooled motor has its appeal
and, of course, there’s that nameplate on the gas tank. Triumphs start out cool and can easily be made even
cooler.

The two bikes pictured here are some of the latest Triumph customs from Mule Motorcycles, Richard
Pollock’s little speed shop out of suburban San Diego. Hinckley Bonnevilles are taking up more and more of
Pollock’s build time—he currently has six under construction—and he’s just launched a line of aftermarket
products for the Brit twin.

Custom work in this case doesn’t just mean stripping and chopping parts off the bike. The bikes are taken
apart and put back together with many new custom built parts. The engines are taken out of the frame and
sent it to nearby Triumph Performance USA for the shop’s standard 904cc big-bore treatment. Together
with cams, headwork, a pair of 39mm Keihin FCR flat-slide carbs and a remapped ignition module, plus a
set of Mule 2-into-1 pipes, the result is an entertaining 85 bhp at the rear wheel. Back in place, the engine
was treated to a polished Streetmaster primary cover, which has a slab-sided comp shop look and features
hydraulic clutch actuation.

For cost considerations and ease of registration, the Triumphs generally keep their stock frames rather than
the proprietary unit Pollock uses for one-off builds. There’s still lots of room for individuality, however. The
owner of one bike wanted upside-down forks so it wears a set of late-model Yamaha YZF-R6 tubes in A&A
triple-clamps. And while the frame is original, that doesn’t mean it hasn’t been tweaked a bit.

Check out his website and the cool custom bikes: www.mulemotorcycles.net/



The following is some general maintenance information, not
necessarily bike related, but is stuff that you should probably be aware

of, if you don’t already know this stuff.

This summer I installed a set of E3 spark plugs and a
K&N intake system on my Ford Ranger.

The idea was to increase my fuel mileage (which it did)
and to make the truck run better (which it also did), and
I’m very pleased with the setup.

K&N says that the new air intake alone should be
adding about 13.4 hp to the engine. Not having access to
a dynamometer I wouldn’t know, but I do know that the
engine runs smoother. Adding the E3 spark plugs was a
bonus, and I did it just because I like the plugs.
That’s all well and good, but this is where the learning part comes in.

It would appear that oiled air filters (such as K&N) can affect your
Mass Air Flow sensor that is in the intake tube.

The Mass Air Flow sensor is a very delicate sensor that uses two
wires to measure the amount of air flowing into the engine. The two
wires are heated (by electricity) and the more electricity used to heat
them tells the ECU how much air is flowing past them.

Very fine dirt and oiled air filters can contaminate the sensor and it is very important to keep the
MAF sensor clean. Keeping the MAF sensor clean is vital to your engine’s performance. It reduces
pinging and increases your mileage, and preventing the sensor from burning out will save you lots
of money. It is recommended that the MAF sensor be cleaned every 6 months as well as shortly
after installing or reinstalling an oiled air filter.

You don’t need much in the way of tools or supplies to clean
your MAF sensor, just a few simple tools and a bit of care! A
couple of screwdrivers and possibly some Torx bits and you
should be able to remove the sensor with ease.

The IMPORTANT thing to get is a can of ELECTRICAL
CONTACT CLEANER! This (or a specific MAF spray cleaner) is
the only thing you should use to clean your MAF sensor. Only
ELECTRICAL CONTACT CLEANER. No windex, no carb cleaner,
no brake cleaner, no rubbing alcohol, and no Q-Tips.

Step 1: Open the hood and locate your air box. If you can’t find it . . . Please
stop right now and have a friend clean your MAF sensor for you.
Step 2: Open the airbox and move the assembly to give you room to work.
Step 3: Locate the Mass Air Flow sensor.
Step 4: Carefully remove the screws or bolts or clamps holding the MAF sensor.
Step 5: Once you have the MAF sensor in your hand – Spray the living daylights out of the wires.
Do NOT touch them. ABSOLUTELY DO NOT TOUCH THEM. Those wires are very small and
delicate. If you break one of them . . . you have to go buy a new sensor (approximately $250.00).
Step 6: Lay the sensor down and let it air dry for about an hour – walk away from it and stop
touching it – once it is dry it can be re-installed in the vehicle – CAREFULLY!

If you do this once every 6 months your MAF sensor will stay clean and will perform perfectly.



Back on July 4th, 1914 the wild west town of Dodge City, Kansas hosted what may have
been one of the most significant motorcycle races in history. It’s hard to believe but 17,000
people flocked to Dodge City that year to see the first motorcycle race there, dubbed the
“Indianapolis of Motorcycle Racing”. A 2 mile oval track was laid out just northeast of
Dodge City with sanctioning by the FAM (Federation of American Motorcyclists -
forerunner of today's American Motorcyclists Association AMA), the governing body of
motorcycle competition until about 1919. A 300 mile long race was held that year and since
then the race has been called the “Dodge City 300”.

The major manufacturers of the day showed up with Hendee Manufacturing (later
known as Indian Motorcycles) entered as a team. Also competing were Thor, Pope,
Excelsior, and Flying Merkel. The first race on the 2 mile oval track was won by Glenn
"Slivers" Boyd on the big 8 valve Indian (pictured above) with Bill Brier second on a Thor
and Carl Goudy in third place on an Excelsior.

The Dodge City 300 become a very important part of the American motorcycle scene,
with upwards of 20,000 people attending the races. The records are unclear however on
when the last race was held and why it was shut down...

The Wild West town of Dodge City is ready to do it again!! A non-profit group, the
Dodge City 300, Inc., has been formed and is in the planning stages of a grand event to
celebrate the Centennial from July 1st through 6th, 2014. There will be motorcycle racing,
bike shows, antique racing, antique, classic and custom bike shows, vendors and, of
course, plenty of western history of the "Wickedest Little Cowtown" of its day.

It should be a HUGE event! Kansas would be an easy 1800 km trip from Thunder Bay….
It might be something to think about.

StartStart
Planning NowPlanning Now
For July 1For July 1 –– 6,6,

20142014



Road Trip to Red Wing,
Minnesota

I finally managed to get out on a road
trip this “summer”. I headed down to
Red Wing, Minnesota for three days with
a group of riders from the Thunder Bay
Superior Riders MC. Approximately 30
riders went down for the Rally On The
Run and we all had a great time riding
and shopping around the Red Wing area.

This was my first long ride this summer and the bike ran great. I was having some
concerns with it though. It started last fall when I first noticed that my fuel mileage
was starting to climb. Usually you’d think that’s a good thing, right? Getting better
gas mileage should be something we’d all be happy about. But not so much in this
case.

For years my bike has consistently gotten around 52 or 53 (Imperial) miles per
gallon (the stock MPG quoted for my bike is 42). This of course is after the work that
I did to the bike such as adding slip-on mufflers, new K&N air filters and re-jetting
the carbs. So when the mileage started climbing to ~ 70MPG I was getting a little
concerned.

A climb in mileage like that would mean that the engine would be starting to run
leaner which would indicate that either the carbs are acting up or that the engine is
sucking air somewhere which would lean the gas/air mixture thereby increasing the
MPG. The down side to this of course is that an engine that is running too lean is
prone to overheating, burning valves and scarring cylinders.

Not having the time this summer to tear the bike down to find out what was going
on I had a quick poke around the engine, ran some fuel and carb cleaner through it
and then pulled the plugs to see what they looked like.

Just as an aside, the firing ends of your spark plugs are the definitive indicator of
how your engine is running. By carefully

Our friends Dave and Karen Johnson lead group rides on the Friday and Saturday
up and down the Mississippi River and through some of the amazing winding roads
in this area of Wisconsin. Thanks for planning and leading the great rides!!!

examining the plug’s colour, gap and
any deposits that reside on it you can tell
what is going on inside the engine. If
you want to know more about your
plugs then just check the internet, you’ll
quickly learn more than you could ever
imagine about spark plugs.



Anyway . . . So I pulled the plugs and had a good
look at them, before heading down to Red Wing,
and they looked fine. They were a nice tan colour
and didn’t appear to be overheating at all. So I
decided to do the trip and over the course of four
days my fuel mileage fluctuated tank by tank and
ranged between 60 and 73 MPG.

So what’s the next step? I’m still thinking that I should pull the bike apart and find
out exactly what is going on with it. There must be something going on in or around
the carbs to make it do this. Maybe I’ll take some Spray 9 and the power washer to it
to clean some of the grunge off first. . . . I’ll let you know what I find.

Once I got home from the trip I pulled the plugs
again to have another look at them and once again
they looked fine. And on top of that the bike was
running great. Starting great, running great, tons of
power, just what you want in a bike. The bike is
running like a champ, cruising the interstate at 70
MPH without even breaking a sweat.

Although, I did have one of those light bulb moments the other day and it
occurred to me that the only thing that I am basing this “problem” on is my
odometer…. What if my odometer is acting up?

I suppose that is another avenue that I should explore since my spark plugs are
looking normal. I need to go for another ride and compare trip meters with
someone.


